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recently tuned 5. Thefactory red cloth interior and white top are original, and the car was
garage-kept under previous ownership. This third-generation GT was acquired by the seller in
andis offered with the owner's manual, service records, and a clear Florida title. This Chevrolet
Corvette convertible 50th Anniversary Edition has just under 29k actual miles and is powered by
an LS1 5. Finished in Anniversary EditionRed with a tan cloth soft top over a shale leather
interior, the car was originally sold in New Jersey and later resided in both Maryland and
Pennsylvania before being relocated to Florida beginning in Equipment includes an electronic
driver information center, head-up display, and independent suspension with active handling.
This Dodge Stealth hatchback is one of produced in Kutani Red for the model year, and it is a
one-owner original car showing only 38k miles. It is finished in Kutani Red over a charcoal
leather interior and is powered by a 3. This Cadillac Brougham sedan has been freshly repainted
in its factory color. It shows just 98k miles from new, retaining its original blue leather interior
and a fully refurbished air conditioning system. The car is powered by a ci V8 paired with a
4-speed automatic transmission. It was originally sold in El Paso, Texas, and was subsequently
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C-segment hatchback. Traditionally the best-selling car in Europe. Hatchback version of the
Santana. C-segment full-electric hatchback. The first Volkswagen vehicle built above a
dedicated electric vehicle platform MEB platform. B-segment hatchback or supermini. Global
product but not available in North America. Two generations Mk5 and Mk6 are currently
produced alongside each other with some markets offering both versions. Entry level
A-segment city car. Successor to the Volkswagen CC. Sister model to the Lavida. Exclusively
manufactured by FAW-Volkswagen. Compact sedan C-segment. Historically was a sedan
version of the Golf. Sister model to the Bora. Has been Volkswagen's best selling model in
China and typically the best selling sedan of all brands in China. Chinese version of the
European Passat B8 with longer wheelbase. D-segment sedan for the European market. Not
available in the Americas. Passat NMS. Mid-size sedan D-segment. The second generation of
the Passat NMS series. Flagship sedan model, only sold in China. Related to the Audi A6. Sedan
version of the Polo Mk5. Continued to be sold in several markets after being succeeded by the
Virtus. The Vento name is not to be confused with the C-segment sedan sold in Argentina and
Uruguay which is a renamed Jetta. POLO Russia. B-segment liftback for the CIS market.
Unrelated to the Polo Mk6. Entry level sedan for the Chinese market. Sister model to the Jetta
VA3. Sedan version of the Polo Mk6. Currently only produced in the Latin American region.
Station wagon crossover version of the Bora. Station wagon version of the Golf. The Alltrack
model being the crossover-inspired version. Older model Mk7 pictured. Station wagon version
of the European Passat. Will be available in Europe. Mainly available in Europe and China.
Called the Tharu in China and Taos in Americas. Long wheelbase version of the Tiguan. Third
row seating available as an option in several markets. The sole version of the Tiguan in several
markets. First crossover SUV ever built by Volkswagen. Two-row MPV or tall hatchback version
of the Golf. Successor to the Golf Plus. Currently being phased out with no direct successor.
Three-row compact MPV. Currently being phased out in several markets. Three-row mid-size
MPV with sliding doors. Three-row full-size minivan with sliding doors for the Chinese market. It
was Volkswagen 's highest volume seller from and remained in German production until late All
told, about 6. The second-generation Volkswagen Golf also known as the Typ 19E until the
model year, and Typ 1G thereafter was launched in Europe at the Frankfurt Motor Show in
September , with sales beginning in its homeland and most other left-hand drive markets soon
after. It debuted in March on the right-hand drive British market, and it was introduced as a
model in the United States. It featured a larger bodyshell, and a wider range of engine options,
including a GTD turbodiesel in Euro markets, later using the 1. This model was intended to be

sold in the United States as well badged as "Rallye GTI" , and prototypes were made, but it did
not come to be. The original Golf had been one of the few front-wheel drive hatchbacks on sale
when launched in , but within a decade almost all mainstream manufacturers had launched a
Golf-like family hatchback. Ford had switched to front-wheel drive hatchback format for its MK3
Escort in , soon after General Motors had adapted that concept for its latest Opel Kadett
Vauxhall Astra in Britain. Austin Rover formerly British Leyland did not enter the small family
hatchback market until the launch of its Maestro at the beginning of , although it had launched
its larger Maxi hatchback as long ago as and in had taken the then unusual step of launching a
hatchback bodystyle on a luxury car the Rover SD1. However, the likes of Fiat , Renault and
Volvo had all entered the small family hatchback market by the end of the s. The hatchback
bodystyle had also become popular on cars produced outside Europe, particularly on Japanese
models. In , British motoring magazine What Car? It sold well in Britain, peaking at more than
50, sales a year by the end of the decade. However, the Golf was overshadowed in the European
Car of the Year contest, finishing third but being heavily outscored by the victorious Fiat Uno
and runner-up Peugeot , which were similar in size to Volkswagen's smaller Polo. During the life
of the Golf MK2, there were a number of external style revisions. Notable changes to the looks
of the Golf MK2 included the removal of quarterlight windows in the front doors, and the
introduction of larger grille slats with the August facelift. The most notable was the introduction
of so-called "Big Bumpers", which were introduced in the European market with an August
facelift. They were available in the United States from August as well, as part of the "Wolfsburg
Edition" package. They were not standardized until January This Golf was marketed for the first
time with that name in the United States and Canada. The Rabbit name used on the Mk1 was
meant to give a car a cuddly image, but with the s redesign of the car, Carl Hahn , the former
Volkswagen of America president who was now chairman of the whole company, dictated that
Volkswagen model names be standardized globally. James Fuller , head of the Volkswagen
brand in North America, concurred in using the Golf name to stress the car's Teutonic
character. While the GTI remained a trim level in the Golf lineup in Europe, in some markets, it
was and continues to be marketed as a separate model line. The MK2 was produced from June
5, with a yearly production of 25, units until the outbreak of war in Engines were 1. Continental
sales began that autumn, but the MK3 did not take over from the MK2 on the right-hand drive
British market until February The Golf Mk2 was available as a 3- and 5-door hatchback. The
2-door and 4-door sedan variants of the Golf Mk2 were marketed under the Volkswagen Jetta
name. No cabriolet version was developed from the Mk2; instead, the Mk1-based convertible
continued to be produced, with minor changes. In North America, there was only a base model
until , in a GL and GT model, in â€”, there were all three, and in until the end of its run there was
again only a GL. Generally, these were option packages on top of a base "model" CL, GL, etc.
The base engine was initially the 1. In January a new base engine was introduced, a 1. The MK2
was the last version of the Golf to feature carburettor petrol engines, as all versions of the MK3
came with fuel injection from its launch, to meet requirements that all new cars sold in the EEC
after must be fitted with a catalytic converter or fuel injection. This was maintained through the
rest of the Mk2 model era. In the GTi G60 was also introduced featuring the 8v 1. In February ,
Volkswagen presented the first Golf with four-wheel drive. This Golf Syncro was available as a
five-door with the 1. Fewer than 1, were sold on the UK market. The four-wheel-drive system
was fully automatic and minimally intrusive, also in appearance. Aside from a few discrete
"Syncro" badges there was no way to tell. There were no additional gauges or buttons in the
interior either. In , the Rallye Golf appeared as a rallye " homologation special". None were
officially sold in the US. Two were sent over officially for testing, with five sent over for
evaluation. Volkswagen of America vice-president James Fuller was a supporter of its addition
to the U. Fuller died in December while flying home from Germany aboard Pan Am Flight , when
a bomb planted by Libyan terrorists exploded over Lockerbie , Scotland; this had a detrimental
effect on the Rallye Golf's chances of importation to North America. Eventually, Volkswagen of
America decided that the Rallye Golf would be too expensive to offer for sale in North America,
where Volkswagen was perceived as a low-cost brand. Based on the Rallye Golf, a very limited
edition Golf Mk2 variant exists, combining all of the high-line options such as leather interior
with heated and height adjustable front seats, 4 electric windows, electric mirrors, ABS, power
steering and sunroof available at the time. Designed and hand-built by the Volkswagen
Motorsport division, only 71 of the "Golf G60 Limited" models were produced. The cars were
mainly built around the stronger, more angular 5-door chassis, with two 3-door models also
produced. Externally, it featured US bumpers, a plain black grille with unique blue detail with
VW Motorsport and black VW badging, Hella tinted taillights, motorsport badges, and a special
numbered plaque. In , these cars cost in the region of DM 68, [12] each and were primarily sold
to VAG executives and management. There was also a version called Golf Country 7, cars built ,

co-manufactured by Steyr-Daimler-Puch in Austria, designed for medium off-road driving. It had
more suspension travel, Syncro four-wheel drive, improved ground clearance of 21 centimetres
8. The Golf Country was particularly popular in Alpine regions in central Europe. When sales in
North America failed to live up to expectations and with increasing productions costs, the
Westmoreland Assembly Plant was closed in July All Golfs gained the flush "aerolamps" in
after a design freshening to move it more upscale in the wake of the introduction of the
Brazilian-built Fox Voyage in Brazil in North America. This is also the reasoning for the model
being called "Golf GL", while virtually no equipment changes occurred. The U. In its first year on
sale in the U. Sales of the all-new Jetta, by contrast, skyrocketed compared with the model. As
with the Mk1, there was a "warm hatch" version known as the Golf GT. Introduced in , it featured
the GTI's exterior styling, namely the red stripe exterior trim, and wheel-arch spoilers but with a
standard 1. It only lasted for a few years, but with the reintroduction of the GTI in the GTI 16v
was produced continuously from â€” , this model bore the concept. All GTI models got the
European quad-headlight grille with the upgrade to big bumpers in In the interior, the Recaro
seats no longer had vinyl bolsters of earlier GTIs. It was available with two variants of the 1. In
the Golf received the same modifications as in Europe, but for the nameplates which changed
for Sales were bolstered due to the Golf's compliance with Japanese Government dimension
regulations. In , the Golf was joined by the Polo in Japan which was also in compliance. Sales in
the UK were strong; though it never quite made the top 10 for sales in any of the eight years in
sale, it came close. In , it was the UK's 12th most popular car with almost 50, sales. As of , over
20 years after the Mk2 Golf's demise, it is still a very common sight on British roads and is
being recognized by many as a growing classic. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. For an
overview of the generations, see Volkswagen Golf. This article needs additional citations for
verification. Please help improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced
material may be challenged and removed. Motor vehicle. This section does not cite any sources.
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presented by. Powered by. Have a VIN? Great Auto Loan Rates. Not all decisions will happen
immediately. Decision time may vary depending on the lender or dealer you are matched with.
You must have JavaScript enabled to experience the new Autoblog. Please follow the
instructions below to enable JavaScript in your browser. Doing so could save you hundreds or
thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service
reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them.
Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a used car from our massive
database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used
vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews,
and find out what other owners paid for the Used Volkswagen Passat. Is it better to lease or buy
a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a
financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off
the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less
expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive
a new car every three years or so. Check out Volkswagen lease specials Check out Volkswagen
Passat lease specials. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save.
View Photos. Appraise this car. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale.
Edmunds' Expert Review. Read more. Write a review See all 13 reviews. My Passat had chronic
mechanical problems. It seems like there is a repair needed every month. The transmision
operation is not smooth and sluggish to shift. It rides like a horse drawn wagon. Repairs and
parts are expensive. The engine will not start when the it is hot unless you use high octane fuel
only - the dealership seems inept at finding solutions to problems. They have you replace
sensor after sensor at great expense and still problems persist. Read less. Avg 39mpg, hi 42,
low 23 teaching son to drive std. Some body rust showing. Some electrical glitches smack the
dash in the right place to make things work. Sunroof issues. Picked up car in sub-freezing
temperatures in January, drove nonstop from eastern PA to north central IL, averaged miles to
16 gallon fill-up 85mph. Would drive this car anywhere for the next K mi or so. I've owned my
VW Passat since new, eleven years, and , miles. That should be enough said. If it wasn't fun to
drive, I wouldn't have kept it that long. I kept good care of it, and it didn't let me down until it got
to be 10 years old. I drove VW cars with good results for 10 years prior to buying a new Passat.
This car had more problems than every other car I have ever owned -- combined! One expensive
repair after another. Premature failure of: power windows, sunroof, fuel pump, battery, clutch,
exhaust, and head gasket. All except the sunroof was out-of-warranty at Pentagon prices, of
course. This car barely outlived the loan. Eventually I realized that I was paying for a new car
without actually driving one, so I traded in the Passat for a non-VW car. See all 13 reviews of the
Used Volkswagen Passat. Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No
Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not Rated. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. People
who viewed this also viewed 3 average Rating out of 2 reviews. Sponsored cars related to the
Passat. Sign Up. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also
provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed
decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of car you're
interested in and then select a used car from our massive database to find cheap prew-owned
vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check
the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid
for the Used Volkswagen Cabriolet. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and
they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's
true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep
the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a
month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three
years or so. Check out Volkswagen lease specials Check out Volkswagen Cabriolet lease
specials. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View Photos.
Appraise this car. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert
Review. Etienne Aigner edition dropped. Three-point seatbelts are added to the back seat. Base
model gets full wheelcovers. Radio turns off with ignition switch. Read more. Write a review See
all 4 reviews. Most Reliable Car Ever! I bought this car wanting an inexpensive, fuel efficient yet
fun and reliable car. I have had it for over 4 years and it has never broke down on me. It is the
most reliable car I've ever owned and I've owned plenty, including new cars. I love this car and
it's fun to drive. I drove it across country and had the time of my life. This car has required very
low maintenance. Other than replacing the tires and regular oil changes, I haven't been set back
at all. It's paid for itself. Read less. This is the best car I have ever owned. It has a timeless
styling and still gets admiring glances. I will always have a VW convertible. I am meticulous
about servicing the car and it has paid off. This was initially a great, fun, fuel efficient ride. After

just 35, miles it had a massive coolant leak problem that cost thousands to repair despite the
fact that it had been beautifully maintained with regular service at a certified shop. At 45, miles,
the transmission went. This cost several thousand more dollars to repair. After that, it was all
normal service brakes, pumps, belts, etc. It was fine, if increasingly noisy, for years after this.
Despite being garaged its whole life, the exterior pieces started to fall off. Then, the engine
imploded on the freeway at 75, miles. At this point, we junked it. I purchased this car with a
newly installed roof. It is in a fair condition with minor cosmatic details. I think I got what I paid
for. See all 4 reviews of the Used Volkswagen Cabriolet. Write a review. IIHS Rating. Side Impact
Test. See full safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 3 average Rating out of 2
reviews. Sponsored cars related to the Cabriolet. Sign Up. The car has since been fitted with the
turbocharged 1. A repaint in Brilliant Black was carried out in , and the tan interior is
customized with many GTI Mk4 components as detailed below. Servicing performed last month
included an oil change and new battery. The exterior was repainted in Brilliant Black L in and
fitted with new OEM parts including the hood, hood seal, rain tray covers, window seals,
sunroof seal, bumpers, arches, skirts, door trim, side emblems, chin spoiler, headlights, grille,
and front emblem. Happich Sekurit pop out windows have new seals. A single windshield wiper
has been fitted using an SWG Motorsport arm cover. The rear wheel arches were trimmed and
welded for tire clearance. The headliner and pillars are covered with tan Alcantara. The rear
speaker trays and parcel shelf were smoothed and have new carpeting. The custom hatch
enclosure holds the subwoofer and amplifier for the Pioneer head unit. The seller notes that the
air conditioning was deleted, the fuel gauge reads backward, and the airbags are not functional.
The Mk4 wiring harness was trimmed and modified to retain the cruise control and drive-by-wire
functions. Many parts have been chrome plated. The following components were used:. The air
suspension controls are mounted under the passenger airbag cover. The undercarriage has
new undercoating and the wheel wells were repainted, with some flaws noted from using a floor
jack and stands. The Braking power is provided by a Golf Mk4 brake booster and master
cylinder, and the ABS system has been removed. The AutoCheck report shows that the GTI has
resided in Colorado from new and that it has had three owners, though the seller states he is
the second owner. It has been driven less than 1, miles since the work was completed in You're
the high bidder. Your bid has been posted in the comment flow on the listing, and you can see
other bids there as they happen. Good luck! If you win the auction, your card will be charged for
the service fee and you pay the seller directly for the vehicle. If you don't win, your existing
pre-authorization will be released. When you bid we pre-authorize your credit card for the
service fee this helps prevent fraud. If you don't win, the pre-authorization
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will be released. For more info, read about our auctions or email us with any questions. Are
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